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Say Hello!

A team leader in his field. Ian is a

ABOUT US

general tour guide who enjoys
jungle hikes, exploring rivers and
waterfalls. He is fascinated by
Maya history, archeological sites,

Thank you
for choosing
BELIZE!

and caves. He enjoys cooking. He

We are a Belize Travel Services company, Tour

known has been a tour guide for

Operator, and Ground Transportation provider, that

16 years,. He is the current

has been offering services to the Belize Travel
Industry for over 15 years.

has been a tour guide for 15
years and will be joining you on
your Belize travels.

Gilly as he is affectionately

president of the Placencia Tour
Guide Association. He enjoys
being outdoors, visiting
archeological sites, birding, and

Barefoot Services offers a wide variety of guided
tours to all of the top destinations in the country of
Belize. Whether it’s hiking through the pristine

spelunking. Maya history is one
of his favorite subjects to
explore. He'll join you on your
adventures.

vastness of a nature sanctuary, trips to explore
mysterious ancient Maya caves, cultural tours in local
villages, learning how to make traditional foods,
floating down a river on an inner tube or spotting

David is jovial and love meeting
new people. He is popular and
has lots of friends. He has a chill

some of the nearly 600 bird species that live in Belize,

vibe that makes him a great

Barefoot Services specializes in affordable and

Belize tour guide. He tells fun

exciting trips on the mainland.
We are a fantastic choice to meet your Belize travel
services needs. Whether you need door-to-door

stories and enjoys the outdoors;
both land and sea. David has
been a tour guide for the over 10
years.

private ground transfers, or tours via our Belize
network, Barefoot has you covered.
Every purchase you make with us, directly impacts

Megs is a Belize travel specialist,
and proud Belizean.

many families. Our lead mechanic has a family who

She is super excited to share

depends on his income. Our other teammate is a

Belize with you. Some call her

university student whose skillset and discipline helps to

the booking guru. She works

make us operate efficiently. We support many families
by purchasing local foods and juices. We are always
ready to volunteer our time and resources to the benefit

hard to make your trips hassle
free and will go above and
beyond to make you trips come
together.

of our community. See BarefootMegs.com for what we
are doing in 2022 to help other families. One of Megs'
passion is to see local families take care of each other
with dignity.
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WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO DO?

NEAR PLACENCIA
T2A - Maya World (MW) Zip-Lining+
T2B - MW River Tubing+
T2C - MW Waterfall Swim+
T3 - Horseback Riding and river swimming+
T4A - Jaguar Preserve+
T6F - Davis Waterfall
T7B - Bioluminescence River Tour (night)
T8B - M Zip-Lining & Waterfall Rappelling 250 ft

We have over 25 tours and 20 combinations. Ask us for one.
Nature or adventure, archaeology site, culinary and cultural
experiences, boat trips and island time fun. Let us know.
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OUR FAVORITES
Be sure to check
out the 1.5 mile
long sidewalk that
goes through the
heart of Placencia
village
Try a seaweed
shake!!! It is not as
gross as you
think.
OMG! Do try
conch (seasonal)
ceviche.

RESTAURANTS
We have no foreign
franchise restaurants
in Belize. Yes! Our
favorites are:

The tiny, tropical country of Belize is beautiful: dense jungles,
thriving sea life, friendly people, fresh food, and incredible
adventures await visitors. Close proximity to the US and English
as the official national language make Belize quick to reach and
easy to navigate. More and more travelers are discovering Belize
but a majority of them only ever make it to the country’s largest
island and tourism hub, Ambergris Caye. Don’t get me wrong, I
love Ambergris Caye; but there are so many more amazing
locations visitors should experience here. We pick Placencia as a
more laidback and authentic alternative to San Pedro. via
Realliferecess.com

Breakfast at
Wendy's or De'tach
Best Pizza at
Dolce Vita
Tostadas for lunch
at Barefoot Bar
Karel's Cool spot
for some local
cuisine. Heard of
stewed gibnut?

HOT SPOTS
Best drinks are
made by Kristy at
Barefoot Bar.
(no we are not related
to Kristy or Barefoot
Bar)
Beaches and Cream
on the Placencia
sidewalk for coffee.
Placencia pointe for
purchase fresh
catch or watch the
sunset.
Do not leave
Placencia without
trying tutti frutti
gelato.

THERE IS STILL SO MUCH
TO DO AND TASTE...

T10 - Maya Chocolate+
T5A - Garifuna Cultural (Hopkins) cooking, and drumming
T15B - Nim Li Punit & Living Maya Experience
T17B - Chocolate & spice farm
T18A - Rum and Spice
HB3 - Cheese Tasting, and Botanical Garden+
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MAYA SITES

Archeologists believe that the first organized Maya settlements were built in Central America starting
around 2600 BC. Originating in what is now the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico, the Maya began
expanding. At the zenith of their civilization, the Maya controlled a vast network of trade routes and
majestic stone cities down through Central America all the way to what is now the nation of El Salvador.

MAYA PEOPLE

Today, the descendants of the
Maya continue to preserve their
rich cultural heritage, including
making medicinal compounds
from the plants in the rainforest
and beautifully colored
traditional clothing with
complex geometrical designs.

T11A - Xunantunich+
T11B - Cahal Pech+
T15A - Lubaan Tun+
T15B - Nim Li Punit+

The heartland of that vast ancient Maya empire was Belize. Today,
the country has more ancient ruins, monuments, sacred caves, and
pyramids than anywhere else on the planet. Impressive cities like
Caracol, Altun Ha, and Xunantunich are testaments to the Maya’s
ingenuity and include large ball courts, majestic palaces, and
elaborately carved stelae and friezes that depict the ancient rulers
that once dominated the region.
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CAVES
These caves were revered
by the ancient Maya, who
considered caves the portal
to the underworld. They
built altars to their dead and
performed their most
secret, solemn rituals in
these caves. Archaeologists
and travelers still find Maya
artifacts deep in these
crevices. What will you
find?

T13A - Cave Tubing St. Herman+
T13B - Cave Tubing Jaguar Paw +
HB1 - A River Cave Expedition
HB2 - The Waterfall Cave
HB4 - Drop in the Black Hole

Thrills and Spills – Cave Tubing+ may be combined with ziplining,
waterfall swimming, the Belize zoo, Xunantunich, the inland bluehole,
hiking and Maya Chocolate...
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MARINE &
BOAT TRIPS
The Belize Barrier Reef is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site of
indescribable beauty. The coconut
trees, cool trade winds, and
beautiful sandy beaches make for
excellent locations to enter the
water and marvel at the
kaleidoscope of marine life found
in the area. A unique adventure
that showcase Belize’s rich marine
life. Enjoy some of the best...

...SAILING
SNORKELING
FISHING
To see Belize’s remarkably diverse underwater world is THE BELIZE
EXPERIENCE. Our reef provides protection which makes for extremely
clear, calm water. You will be amaze by the diversity of marine life you can
see . Book your trip with our agency. ASK US ABOUT TRIP COMBINATIONS.

CAYES: LAUGHING BIRD | MOHO | SILK | RANGUANA
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WANT TO
MAKE YOUR
TRIPS
PRIVATE?

T7A Monkey River+

T7B Bioluminescence+

This trip is very popular among

Join us for a unique experience

families .

It is a day trip that

that begins with short drive from

departs Placencia at 8 AM and

Placencia. We will have an early

returns at 2 PM.

cultural dinner, then at sunset head

It includes a

manatee watch.
Please

ask

us

to the lagoon to see how it lights
about

Snorkeling to this day trip.

adding

up. We can also provide this tour
with no dinner included.

Standard Snorkel
and Dive trip
These
trips
typically
leave in the morning 9
AM and return around 3
PM. Private trips are a
little bit more flexible.

ASK US ABOUT
KAYAK RENTALS AND TOURS
PADDLEPLACENCIA.COM

SEE MORE
REVIEWS ON
GOOGLE
FACEBOOK &
TRIP ADVISOR
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION
You do not feel like driving? Barefoot Services offers a great transfer service. Don’t miss
a moment of excitement while on your vacation. Hire a professional, a well experienced
driver to take you to your Belize destination. We provide transfer services from the
Belize International airport, Placencia, Hopkins or to San Ignacio and other
destinations.

DO YOU WANT
TO
INDEPENDENTLY
EXPLORE? NO
PROBLEM.

WE HAVE A
SOLUTION
FOR THAT!

Some people like to explore on their own.
That's ok. Take one of our auto rentals and
explore the local area. You may even want
to end the service at the international
airport. We'll pick up the rental. Ask us
how.
Golf cart rentals are also an option. These
are ideal for use in Placencia village, Seine
Bight village and Maya Beach area. These
are fuel efficint and convenient.
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CONTACT US

TOUR LISTING

WHATSAPP: +501 629 9602
OFFICE: +501 523 3066
E: HELLO@BAREFOOTSERVICESBELIZE.COM
W: WWW.BAREFOOTSERVICESBELIZE.COM

